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Abstract. Organizations need to respond rapidly to threats and oppor-
tunities in the extended environment. Examples of threats are terrorism,
chemical spills, intrusion into networks, and delayed arrivals of compo-
nents. Opportunities include arbitrage and control of distributed systems
such as the electrical power grid and logistics networks. The increasing
prevalence of sensors such as RFID (radio frequency ID) and Web sites
that offer measured information, coupled with information in databases
and applications allows organizations to sense critical conditions in the
extended environment. A response to a critical condition is to send an
alert to appropriate people or send a message that initiates an applica-
tion. A critical condition is a predicate on the history of global states
of a system. An event server is a software component with sensors, re-
sponders, and computational elements. Computations are incremental
in the sense that computations incorporate each new event in an online
algorithm as opposed to repeatedly computing predicates over the en-
tire history. This talk discusses the problem space, proposes an abstract
mathematical model of the problem, suggests approaches to solutions,
describes an implementation, and relates this work to research in data
stream management systems and rules engines.
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